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Our invention is, therefore, also an important
Our invention relates generally to a device ‘or
adjunct
for complete dust sampling and analysis.
apparatus for electrostatically precipitating par
One of the main accomplishments of our inven
ticles of dust, fumes, smoke and the like from a
tion is a simply and economically constructed
gaseous atmosphere, and more particularly to a

dust sampler which is self-contained in a com
pact unit that can be easily transported from

device or apparatus capable of being employed as
an instrument for qualitatively or quantitatively
determining the particulate matter in the at

place to place, and to this end, the essential parts
of the dust sampler are built into or contained in

mosphere, a process more commonly known as‘

a small case having a handle ,by whichit may be

dust sampling, the term “dust”including any and

, easily carried. Inasmuch as electrical precipita

all kinds of particulate matter that may be pres
ent in the atmosphere being analyzed.
Our invention has application for the sampling
of the’ dust content of the atmospheres en
countered in di?erent localities or in diverse in

tion requiresv high voltage, the case includes a

built-in, appropriately-designed power-pack, and
to further make the dust sampler complete in it
self, a blower, comprising a fan and motor, for‘
moving air through the precipitator head, is also

dustrial ?elds of which foundries, mines and pot
tery works are outstanding examples, but is of
generalv application wherever some accurate

built .into the container case. Additionally, a
» collapsible tube upon

which the precipitator head

may be mounted extends from the fan inlet, and
.includes a ?ow-measuring instrument of any

analysis of the dust content in the gaseous at
mosphere is desired. _ It is aprimary purpose of
our invention to design a dust sampler of gen

suitable form by which'the ?owof air through
the collector head may be measured.
The case compactly accommodates the voltage

eral utility, and capable of use with practically
any gaseous atmosphere, as for example, atmos
pheres in smelters or brass foundries containing

- transforming means, that is, the power-pack and

and constituents, for ‘the sake of brevity and

invention, a case containing all the necessary ele

blower means, and is also suitably designed
lead fumes, mine atmospheres, sooty atmospheres, 25 the
to provide compartments into which‘ the pre
foundry atmospheres containing mixtures of
cipitator head and collapsible tube may be dis
silica and iron pxide. Atmospheres in many
posed or ?tted when the apparatus is not in use.
localities and of many kinds have been success-‘
All the working parts of the dust sampler, there
fully sampled with our novel instrument with
'fore,
are accommodated in the case for ready por
consistent results with repeated tests. Since
tability. In one practical embodiment of our
gaseous atmospheres vary greatly in composition
ments for a complete dust sampler weighs ap

simplicity, the term ‘-‘air” is hereinafter employed

proximately but 25 pounds.
‘
' A very important feature of our invention lies

' as'a general designation for any gaseous atmos
phere, but it should be understood‘ that such -

terminology is not to be deemed a limitation, ex
cept where required to a speci?c end.

in the construction of the precipitator head which
comprises a relatively-elongated, outer, electric
ity-conducting tube, preferably of metal and
cylindrical, concentrically disposed about an in
sulated, inner central electrode consisting of two
40 sections. One section, comprises an electricity

2.5

In general, our invention comprises apparatus
for moving air or the like through an electrostatic

precipitator head unit which has ionizing elec
trodes for ionizing the dust in the air, and collect

conducting tube somewhat over a half length of

ing or depositing electrodes by-which the ionized

outer tube, and the other section comprises a wire
of somewhat less than half the length of the

dust is made to deposit upon one or more of the

collecting electrodes. The precipitator head is
outer tube. ' In operation, with a high potential
designed with the collecting electrodes easily re-'
applied between the outer and inner electrodes,
movable sothat they may be weighed before and 45 with
the outer tube grounded and of a polarity
, after each assay. A means for measuring the‘
. ?ow or volume of air passing through the pre

cipitator head is also provided, so that by simple
calculations the dust weight per unit volume of
“air can be readily ascertained. Moreover, the de
fposited matter can be removed from the elec
trodes in any easy manner for the purpose of
‘making counts of the number of particles or for

determining their size or general composition in
accordance with known dust analyzing methods.

to act as’ a collector for the dust, the zone between

v the central wire and outer tube serves for ioniz
.50 .

ing whatever dust may be in the air ?owing
through the precipitator head, while that between
the outer and inner tubes serves as a dust de

positing or’ collecting zone. The outer tube, and
preferably the inner electrode also, are mounted
as part of the precipitator head, in such manner
that they may be, easily removed so that they
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may be Weighed and cleaned or otherwise utilized

As aforesaid, it .is a primary object of our
invention to have the essential parts of the dust
sampler, instrument contained in a small port

in accordance with the method of dust sampling
being employed.

‘

-

-‘

f

Since the composition or constituents of air

able case, and to this end a case 2 is provided
having a handle 4, by means of which it may be ’

may vary in different localities or industries.

the particular substance for making the elec
trodes must be carefully selected. We have

carried, and a hinged cover 8 which may be‘
opened, as, shown in Fig. 1,- ‘when the dust

i found that the tubes made of aluminum are ex

ceptionally satisfactory for dust sampling in‘v
most environments and under mostconditions.

However, our novel construction of the precipi
tator head permits tubes of ‘other substances to
be interchangeably used so'that where a dust
sampling of air would not yield satisfactory re

' sampler is to be used as such, or which maybe

closed, and locked by means of a latch 8.
The essential partsgof the dust sampler may
be contained in the case 2 and comprise the

complete precipitator head 18, shown more in
detail in Fig. 6, a collapsible tube I2, a blower
l4 and a suitable power-pack, together, with cir

' - sults with. aluminum either‘ because the con

cuit controlling devices. Generally, the blower

stituents of the air would chemically react

draws the air to be sampled through- the head
It and down the collapsible tube system, in its

therewith or where the use of aluminum would

not yield results of the accuracy desired, other

extended position, to an inlet of the blower from ,

tubes made of proper. substances can be substi
tuted. Moreover, our novel construction also
permits a hose to be connected to the precipita
‘tor head for sampling air in normally incessible

whence it is subsequently ,discharged within the
case 2. The power-pack serves to supply the'
necessary voltage to establish the electrostatic

field between the electrodesvof the precipitator
head, so that the dust willvbe deposited upon

air ducts or in other places in which it would be
diiiicultjto place our dust sampler. By these
expedients our dust sampler is adapted to prac
tically universal usage in its field.

the collecting electrodes during the ?ow of air

through the precipitator head.

The blower and power-pack are preferably ’
After much experiment, we have found a rela- . permanently built into the case 2, and may be
tionship of parts in the precipitator head, and _ arranged therein in any suitable manner'which
voltages to be applied thereto for dust sampling
will yield a compact assembly whereby the case
which will not yield any measurable amount of _ 2 may be kept to a minimum size. The embodi
generated, ozone or oxides of nitrogen such ‘as
ment of Fig. 1 is constructed- with a power-pack

are usually created in high potential electro

static ?elds. The absence of these gases is extremely important, for accurate dust analyses

inasmuch as all possible chemical'reactions be

-

tween the gases and the dust should be elimi
nated. To achieve this result, we have em-'
played, in general, the principles disclosed in

shown schematically in Fig. 8 which' requires

tworecti?er tubes l6, and other'ap'purtenances
in the form of transformers, condensers and re
sistances, and which will later be described in

somewhat greater detail.

Whatever form the

power-pack.assumes, it is obvious that the parts
may be compactly arranged in the lower part

Patent‘No. 2,129,783, granted September 13, 1938,
of the case 2 and also on the back-side thereof.
to G; W. Penney, a co-inventor of the invention
The blower l4 comprises an electric motor l8
described in this application, and assigned to 5 ' driving an air moving means such as a fan, and

the Westinghouse Electric 8: Manufacturing Com

- pany. In the dust sampler, as in. the precipitator

of the patent, positive ionization of the dust'par
ticles is preferably utilized and the functions of
charging the particles and collecting them are
separated.

_

' generally indicated by the reference numeral 20. .

The blower has an intake 22 and a discharge
-_ outlet 24. The blower is preferably secured in
the lower, forward portion of the case 2 by any
suitable number of securing means, such as

.

brackets

26.

.

i

‘

"
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Other novel features, objects, elements and

The collapsible pipe system by which air is
combinations of our invention will be apparent ' conducted from the precipitator head III to the
from the following description thereof taken in
blower l4 comprises a plurality of telescoping
conjunction with the drawings in which:
sections, the lower ‘one 28 of which is’ permanent
Figure 1 is a perspective view of one speci?c
ly secured to aside of the case 2 by means'of
embodiment of our dust sampler in operative
brackets 30. The tube section 28 has a pro
truding stub 32 at right angles thereto aligned
Fig. 2 is a partial, phanto?t'wiewv of the case,
with the inlet 22 of the blower and an adapter
showing certain features of construction and
connection 34 completes the passage for the air
certain parts and their position irnthe case for
flow from-the pipe 28 to the blower. The lower
transportation;
end of the tube 28 rests on the bottom of the
Fig. 3 is a top view of the control panel in the
case, and is preferably closed by a plug, or other
wise, to prevent air from being sucked into the
Figr 4 is a side view of the control panel;
blower from this ‘end.
position;

case;

'

'

.

~

,

n

-

.
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Fig. 5 is a sectional view of a section of the

collapsible tube connecting the blower to the
precipitator head, which section is employed .as
part of the ?ow measuring device;

-

Fig. 6 is an axial section through the precipi
tator head;

_

Fig. 7 is a sectional view on the line VII-VII
of Fig 6;

_

.. .

Figs. 8, v9 and 10 are schematic ‘wiring dia-.
grams showing different forms of powerI-packs
for, obtaining the high voltages to be applied 'to
the electrode of the precipitator head; and,
Fig. 11 is a sectional view, on a smaller scale,

showing a modi?ed form of outer electrode.

" The collapsible tube system l2 also comprises
a number of tube sections 36, 38, 40 and 42, re

spectively, with the tube sections 36, 38 and 40
of decreasing size so vas to be capable of nesting
. in a telescopic manner, and these last three sec

tions completely nest in the section 28 except
for fastening screws 44 by means of whichthe
tube system may be secured in extended form, in
an obvious manner. In Fig. 1- the tube system is‘
shown extended with the lower ‘end of the'sec
.tion 88 nesting in the upper end of the section

28, the lower end of the section 38 Fnesting in
the upper end of the section", and the lower

end of the, section 40 nesting in the upper end of '

2,867,002
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above the ‘panel, in a well known mannen'By

the section 88, and all maintained in position by
the screws 44 suitably tightened and extending
through appropriate rings '48 at the upper ends

means of this resistance 64 the speed’of the motor

of the respective sections, and which serve to ,
provide a necessary length of threaded aperture 5

tator head I0 can be controlled. _

I8 and therefore the air ?ow through the precipi- -

sential part of our invention is shown with

v for adequately resisting the screws 44.

It is quite obvious that any number of ‘S616?
scopic sections may be provided for the tube sys
tem I2, or any other form of collapsible construc

-

The precipitator ‘head III which forms'an' es-‘

greater detail in‘ Fig. 6, and generally comprises
_ an outer, tubular shell 88, which is preferably of
metal.’ One ‘end of the tube is substantially _

closed by a disk 10 pt insulating material, the
tion employed wherein the di?erent-tube sections l0 disk
being held in position by a plurality of cir
are appropriately ?tted together, and, as a mat-- '

ter of fact, in one embodiment, instead of using

telescopic tube sections, sections are employed
that can be interlocked by suitable threaded por

cumferentialiy spaced screws 12. ’An insulator

‘I4 is centrally secured to the disk 10 by a plu
rality of screws ‘I6 extending through suitable

tions at each of their ends. The whole. purpose 15 holes in the base ?ange ‘I80! the insulator and

of the collapsible tube system is merely to enable
the collector head to be disposed at a suitable
height above the case 2 so that the air discharge

by the blower will not recirculate through the

threading into suitably tapped apertures 80' in

the disk 'I0.- The insulator ‘I4 is hollow and has
a ?at plane apex perforated‘ with a central aper

ture into which a bolt snugly fits with its .head

collector head and so that the collector head can 20.82 abutting. the flat underneath surface of the
apex of the insulator and its threaded shank 84
be conveniently placed at a suitable location for
protruding beyond the outside surface. The disc
sampling. Manifestly, many expedients may be‘
‘I0 and insulator 14 completely block the one end
employed to accomplish this result which is
'
‘
achieved by separating the intake of the collector . or the shell 88 against air flow.
Conductively
secured
to
the
head
82
is the high
25
head from the discharge of the blower.
The collapsible tube system I2 also includes,_ ' voltage lead 86 of an insulatingcable 88 coming
from the power-pack,- tand screwed onto the
in this embodiment, an air flow measuring means
' shank 84 is a solid-metallic cylinder 80. ‘It may
comprising the tube section 42, which has a cen

observed in Fig. 6 that the cylinder 90 is sub
tral‘ ori?ce 41. During air ?ow the di?erential‘ 30 be
stantially centrally disposed in the shell 68 and
pressure-between both sides of the orifice is meas
is conductively connected to the high potential
ured' by a manometer 48, the legs of which are ‘
lead 86 through the bolt upon which it is thread
~connected by means of tubes 49 to the stub pipes
ed. The cylinder is of some length with its outer
48' which communicate with the chambers at
diameter accurately machined so that the can
each side of the ori?ce 41 in accordance with 35 tral electrode comprising a tube 92 may slidably
well known practice. The manometer includes a
and snugly ?t thereover, and be maintained, in
suitable scale 50 which can be calibrated either
position thereby.

in terms of the differential pressure or, as will”

'

The tube 92 has its end 94 spun to a' symmetri- 1

subsequently be described, directly in terms of

, cal bullet-nose shape, and a wire 96'extends from
cubic feet of air ?ow per unit time. The tube
tip thereof, being sealed thereto in a gas
section 42 is of such diameter that its lower end‘ 40 the
tight manner. , The tube 92 and the wire 96 com
will fit around the upper section 40 of the col-~ , '

lapsible tube system, and its upper end will fit '

around a protruding stub pipe extending from

.prise the ‘central electrode which is encompassed _

-by any outer tubular electrode 98 of somewhat

'
the precipitator head. Rings 52 may be brazed - larger diameter.
or force-?tted or otherwise suitably positioned 45 The electrode 98 is also removably mounted

inside the section 42 at a proper distance from
its ends to provide stopping means in the nature

with respect‘ to the remaining parts of the pre
cipitator head, and for this purpose the other end

of shoulders against which the inserted pipe sec

sleeve or closure I00, maintained in position by

of the shell 68 is'snugly ?tted with an annular

spaced screws I02. A second
Resting upon angular ledges 53 secured to the 50, circumferentially
annular sleeve member I04 is spaced inwardly of

tions abut.

,

'

.

sides of the case, and somewhat from the top, is

a control panel 54 which extends the length of
the case and for a fraction of'its width.‘ The

panel is apertured as at 58 to partially encom 55
pass the pipe 28 when the panel is in its oper-,
ative position. Upon this panelqare mounted
control devices for starting the /blower and en
ergizing the power-pack, and also to control the
speed of the motor of the blower. The panel also so
has appurtenances in the tom of a stub tube‘

the sleeve I00 and is secured to'thel shell 88 by
circumferentially spaced screws I06. This sleeve
member I04 is formed with a shoulder having a
?at bottom‘ side.I08 and a cylindrical side IIO

extending outwardly therefrom. The diameter
or the central aperture in the sleeve, I00 and of
the cylinder formed by the side "0, are prefer- .

ably equal, and are of ‘a size to snugly ?t the
outer tubular diameter of the electrode-88, ‘so ‘
that the latter may he slid into position with its

58,-.and an additional stub shaft 80, secured to - _ ~end abutting the side I08, as shown in Fig. 6, or '

the panel by any appropriate means, and serv

ing as a con?ning means for a portion of‘ the

precipitator head and the ?ow measuring device

may be readily removed by sliding action.
The tubular electrodes 92 and 98 are always - s

comprising the tube section 42, respectively, when

in set relation with respect .to each’ other during

they are to be stored in the case.
.As shown more particularly in Figs. 3 and 4, a

maintains the inner tubular electrode 92 in po- '

switch 62 is mounted to the panel 54 and con
trols the supply of electrical energy to the motor
I8 of the blower I4, and a switch 63 controls

the low potential input side of the power-pack.
The motor I8 is of the type whose speed may be
controlled by a variable resistance, and this vari
able resistance 64 is mounted on the-underneath
side of the panel 54 with its control knob 88 75

operation :of the device, since the cylinder 80
sition, and the sleeve I80 and sleeve member I04
maintain the outer tubular electrode in position.
The sleeve member I04 .is also formed with a
groove “2 into-which may seat a side ‘I I4 of a

U-shaped spring I I6, the other side I I8 of which
is secured to the shell 68 by means of a metallic
_‘scr_ew— I20. The spring H6 is disposed with its 2

_V directed outward in the direction of the pro
1

4
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truding parts of‘the electrode 98 and has suffi

batteries I84 which supply energy to a‘ voltage
step-up induction coil I88 whose high voltage
output is recti?ed by means of a recti?er tube"

cient ?exibility so that when the electrode 98 is
withdrawn the side II4 will contact the tube 92
of the central electrode, and if the latter be with

drawn, will contact ‘the ‘metallic cylinder 90 for
a purpose to be later described.

»

A ground connection I22 is conductively con

tacted with the shell 88 and, therefore, with the
spring’ II8, by wrapping one of its ends around
' ' the screw I20 and suitably tightening it against

I88.

the shell 88 by a nut and washer on the screw,
and collectively indicated by the reference nu
meral I24.
3
In accordance with our invention the inside

extremities of the tubes 92 and 98 are placed with
that of the tube 92 extending somewhat inwardly
beyond that of the tube 98. Similarly the other
free extremities of the central electrode and
the tube 98 are displaced with the end I28 of the‘
wire 98 inward of the outer end of the tube 98.

In the operation of, the collector head, air is
drawn through the space between the central and
- outer electrodes into the rear of the body portion

I21 of the precipitator head, from whence it
flows, either directly or around the insulator

‘I4, to an outlet from the body portion which
comprises a stub tube I28. For most successful
operation, the ?ow of air through the precipitator
head should be approximately the same about
the central ‘electrode. With the particular em 30

bodiment shown we have found that an air-?ow

equalizer, in the form of an annular plate I29

placed about the insulator ‘I4, and before the
outlet I28 prevents‘ a'con‘centration of air at the

.

The power-pack of Fig. 10 is somewhat more
economical than that of Fig. 8 and contains fewer
parts so that the total weight of the dust sampler
can be somewhat decreased. The power-pack
employs a step-down transformer I40.-the'sec
10 ondary output of which passes through adry

recti?er I42.and is fed to the primary of a step
up induction coil I44, the output of which is made
unidirectional for application to the collector head
by means of a rectifier tube I48.

The circuits of

Figs. 9 and 10 charge the ionizing wire 98 for

negative ionizationfbut the output connections
can obviously be reversed for positive ionization.
Many electrical circuits are well-known by

which high-voltage direct-current, either con-.
stant or pulsating, can be obtained from com
mercial power sources or from batteries. We
do not claim any particular novelty in the con
nections of our power-pack, but do consider the
power-pack as a unit to be an important ele

ment of our invention.‘ However, whatever type

of power-pack is employed the high voltage
transformer or induction coil is preferably of
the type which can withstand a short-circuit

across its secondary, such vtransformers being
well known, and usually of the high-leakage type.
We prefer to use our dust sampler with sub

stantially constant ‘direct-current voltage be
tween the electrodes, and to this end condensers
I 41 are connected across-the output leads of: the

lower portion with reference to Fig. 6 of the pre 35 power-packs and are of a capacity to smooth
aipitator head, that is, the portions in a more
out the voltage ripples sufficiently for our pur
direct line with the outlet I28.
_ POSS.
Since electrical precipitation as a rule requires
The operative position of our dust sampler is
a source of high potential which is very seldom
shown generally in Fig. 1.. An elongated cord
available, a power-pack forms an integral part 40 I48 is adapted to plug into any suitable outlet

of'our dust sampler and can convert ordinary
commercial altemating-current voltages to con

of a commercial frequency source, and conveys
electrical power to a power-pack of the type

stant or pulsating direct-current, or for even

shown in Fig. 8 whose parts are suitably mounted
in the case 2, the switch 88 controlling the appli
with batteries as a primary source of energy, and, 45 cation of power thereto. The output of the
in Figs. 8, 9 ‘and 10, we show different power-.
power-pack is' either constant voltage or pul
packs, anyone of which may be structurally
sating voltage direct-current, with one output
built into the case 2, and which will yield a sub- '
terminal or conductor preferably directed to the
stantially constant direct current voltage, Fig. 9
wire 88 of the insulated cable 88 while the other

greater utility the power-pack may be designed

. employing a battery as a primary source of power 50 output terminal or conductor is directly con

and Fig. 10 being adapted for connection to any
available commercial alternating current source

nected to the tube system I 2, as, for example,
by a conductor I50 soldered or otherwise'con
of either 25 or 60 cycles, or thereabouts.
ductively secured to the tube section 28 of the
The power-pack of Fig. 8 comprises a step-up
tube system I2.
transformer I30 with separate‘ low voltage sec 55 The cable 88 extends through a central aper
ondaries for energizing the ?laments of the recti
ture in the insulating disk ‘I0 and the wire 88
?er tubes I8 and the high voltage secondary I82
charges the central electrode parts’ comprising
for connection to the electrodes of these tubes.
the tube 92 and the wire 98. The other output
The circuit of Fig. 8 is well known and corre
terminal of the power-pack is conductively con
sponds substantially to that shown in the afore 60 nected to the other electrode 98 through the
aforesaid Penney Patent No‘. 2,129,783 and need
metallic tubesystem I2, metallic stub pipe I28,
not therefore be described in any great detail,
metallic outer shell 88 and spring H8. The pre
it being su?icient to state that this circuit is
cipitator head is- now charged for use with the?
designed to yield a voltage in the neighborhood
zone between the wire 98 and outer electrode 98
of 10,000 volts directcurrent between the ground
forming an ionizing chamber and the zone be
I22 and the high potential lead 88. The con
tween the central tllbe‘BZ and the outer electrode
nections shown in Fig. 8 energize the ionizing
98 forming a dust precipitating or collecting
wire 98 positively; but for negative ionizationthe
chamber.»
\
connections can bechanged, along the lines
The blower I4 may now be started by means
taught in the aforesaid Penney patent.
70 of the switch 82, the speed of the motor being
The power-pack of Fig. 9 is preferably em
controlled by the variable resistance 84. Air will
ployed in units which will be used in localities
accordingly be drawn through the precipitator
or places where no ready easily accessible source
head in accordance with the arrows shown and
of commercial electric power is available, and
will pass down through the extended tube sys
is therefore designed to derive itsenergy from 75 tem I2, through the blower. and will be dis
p
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above the panel 54 to prevent the ingress of.
.

e

\

5

of the extremity of the outer electrode makes
accidental touching of the high potential parts
less likely. However, this construction'has fur;

back end of the panel‘ 54. A ‘screen I52 may,
be disposed to cover. the open portion of the case . 5 '
_,

v

operation, and should not be touched. The dis
position of the end I26 of the wire 9,6,inward

through the aperture .56, but mostly around the

foreign matter.

'

tfode is at high potential when the sampler is in

charged in the case through blower outlet 24
where it will diffuse and flow outward partly

ther more important functions tending for accu
rate measurements with practically all types of

'

. Inasmuch as the parts of the precipitator head
are carefully designed as to‘ dimensions and‘ the _ dust. We have found that if the tip. its is placed
?ow measuring device disposed directly at its 10' near or beyond the plane of thev end of'the elec
trode 98 dust may sometimes be deposited on the
air ?ow outlet, it is possible to calibrate the scale‘,
outside surface of the, electrode 98, or particles
of the manometer directly in cubic feet per. hour,
of dust may sometimes, be repelled through the
and any desired velocity of air may be obtained
air awayifrom the collecting electrode.

'

,

by
of turning
the motor
the I8,
knob
and66observing
for controlling
the reading-lief
the
15
the air-?ow measuring means.

7 ‘.

After a suitable run, the sampler may be dis

assembled for transportation.

This is accom

r‘plisl’ie? by ?rst deenergizing all electrical cir
cuits and pulling the plug on the cord I48, and
then removing the two electrodes from the pre

While the depositing of dust on the electrode
98 is theeaim of the dust sampler, nevertheless
it is preferred to have, the dust deposited on
the interior surface thereof andin the collecting
zone which is about the inner tube 92. If the
20 dust-ls permitted to deposit onthe outside of the

cipitator head, leaving the remaining body por
tion m. This body portion may be placed‘ln

electrode 98, it may be brushed off or otherwise ‘

. lostv.when the outer electrode is removed tov be

weighed, so that inaccurate results might some
times result. In addition, if any particles of
side the case 2 by inserting its stub tube I28 into
the stub tube 58 on the panel 54. The tube .25 dust are permittedto be repelled beyond the col
lecting .range ofvthe electrodes, results may be
section 42 including the manometer 'may then
obtained for weight, count or size sampling, or
be removed and placed upon an extension of a
the like, ‘of doubtful value.
rubber cap I56 which ?ts the stub shaft 60.
Placing the other end of the tube ,[92 beyond
The remaining tube sections 36, 38 and 40 of the’
pipe system may then be collapsed into one an- 30 that of the tube 98 is also a precautionary meas
ure, and will discourage ‘arcing or any break
other and 8:11 into the tube section 28.
down between any rough points on‘the edges of
The cable 88 is relatively short and can be
folded in back of the body portion I54, while
Wehave found that electrodes made of alumi
the cable I48 which is of considerable length,
may be wound around cleats I58 secured to the 35 num and a wire of platinum-rhodium are'satis
factory for most purposes, since most dusts or
cover 6. The electrodes may be wrapped in a
the

cloth, or may be inserted in a small container

electrodes.

-

‘

,

a

.

atmospheres encountered will not react chemi- _

cally with either of these elements. Slight'
‘designed for the purpose, which can be disposed
changes in weight, due to‘ temperature differ
in the remaining space above the panel 54, and
by closing cover 6 the dust sampler is ready for 40' ences, are the greatest objection to aluminum
tubes,.but with care these weight‘ changes can
transportation to any other locality where
be kept below 1.5 milligrams, ‘plus or minus. The
sampling of dust may be desired.
.
tubes, when new, should be cleaned with a ?ne
The foregoing describes only the physical steps
for setting up and disassembling the dust sam
1. pler for use. In a practical“ design of our in

vention the outer, grounded, metallic tube elec

rouge paper to remove any scale or rough places,

5 and then washed with a soap powder that con
‘ tains anon-scratching abrasive‘ to clean them

trode 98 has an outside diameter of 11/2 inches,
is 7% inches long, and has a wall thickness of
.035 inch, while the central tube has a ‘V8 ‘inch

thoroughly. In order to take a dust sample in
accordance with our invention, it is necessary to

able amounts of either ozone or_ cor'iounds of

in weight can be accounted for‘ by ‘as ' " ingthat

nitrogen. We have tried different sizes, both of
length and diameter, for the different elements,
but have finally arrived at theforegoing dimen

the
outside
air within
of the tube
the tube
tend and
to take
a ?imjo,
the te perature
of the tube and the buoyant effect due to the
change in the density of this vair reacts on the

?rst thoroughly clean'th'e electrodes and to dry
outside diameter, is approximately 5 inches long,‘ 50 them at least for one hour preferably atv a tem
perature in the neighborhood of the boiling point
and of the same wall thickness as the outer elec
ofv water. However, for ,most accurate results
trode. The wire 96, protruding from the central
the weight of each of the electrodes before a
tube, is 2 inches long and of .020 inch diameter.
dust sample is ‘taken should not be determined
We have found that such proportions, when em
until‘ the electrodes are absolutely at thesame
ployed with a direct current potential of ap
temperature as the surrounding atmosphere‘, for
proximately 10,000 volts and a current of 100
with each one-tenth of a degree centigrade'dif
microamperes and over are exceptionally satis
ference in temperature the ,error in, weight may
factory for depositing dust upon the outer elec
approximate one-tenth milligram} Such ch‘an‘ e
trode only, and without the creation of measur

sions as the most satisfactory for accurate read
ings.

.

By means of the ground wire I22, ‘all outside
parts of the supporting head and the outer elec
trode are at ground potential, and when the out
or electrode is removed, the spring IIS ?exes to

tube to increase or decrease its apparent ‘ weight,

depending upon whether the 'tube" is cooler or
warmer than the ambient air.

; ‘

The tubes must at all times be carefully‘ han
dled and preferably by tongs or a clean cloth.
automatically ground the central electrode, and 70 After the desired run for a measured length of
even when the central electrode is removed the , ‘ time the outer electrode is carefully removed and
spring further ?exes to automatically ground the , weighed, the difference in weight before and after
cylinder 90. Thus, there is practically no shock ’ the run being a measure of the dust precipitated
upon the electrode. With some dusts such‘ as
hazard in using our dust sampler. It should be

noted, however, that the tip ‘of the central elec- g5 soot. a deposit sometimes occurs on the tube er ‘of '

the central electrode. In such case both elec
trodes should be weighed before and after each
run for‘ greatest accuracy. We desire it to be

purposes, is self-contained within a. small port-‘Q
able case, so that samples ofv dust may be taken
in any locality. and with a degree of accuracy .

distinctly understood, however, that vwith the ' which we‘ believe has seldom been obtained except
properties disclosed and potential gradients em 5 in laboratories. Manifestly,‘ the amount of dust

ployed, we have found that dust is deposited on

the central electrode only on rare occasions in ~

spite of the fact that our dust sampler has been
used with many different atmospheres containing many different types of dust. -

We have found that'with the dimensions previ-_

in a unit volume of’eir can be computed" by weigh.
ing the outer ~ electrode in most cases, or both
’ electrodesin some cases, before and after a run _

.of predetermined time at a predetermined air
’ 10 flow. If other determinations of the quality or.

ousiy- described, and with an air ?ow of about
3 cubic feet per minute through the collector
head, all the dust in the air is precipitated, usu

the characteristics of the dust are required, the
deposited dust may be carefully removed from the
electrode and subjected to methods for determin

ing dust count, orsize, or composition in accord- ‘
. ally‘ entirely on the inside surface of the outer 15 ance with known practices.
electrodeand only rarely will dust be found on
.While we have described our invention in a

the central electrode. Moreover, dust will not
preferred embodiment, and have suggested cer
blow oil.’ the outer electrode at the relatively low
tain limits in accordance with our best under
vvelocity employed. However, the speed of the
standing of the same at the present time, we
motor of the blower and the total amount of no desire it to be distinctly understood that these
sample may be controlled in cases where the
limits are described for the purpose of depicting
deposited dust builds up in a light ?uify layer
one particular form of our embodiment and‘ not
such as some kinds of soot may do and there is a Why way of limitation upon our invention. We
likelihood of it being blown off by higher air
desire, therefore, that the ‘appended claims be
velocities.
25 accorded the broadest construction and limited
For sampling where dust or fume concentration
only by the prior art.
.
is very low, so that a small change in weight of
We claim as our invention:
the aluminum tubes may result‘ in a considerable

1. In a device of‘ the class described, a precipi

error, or for sampling atmospheres which might
tator head comprising a pair of substantially
react with aluminum, glass tubes with a conduct so concentrically formed and arranged inner and
ing glaze on them have been found to yield more _ outer electrodes, the inner electrode being of less
accurate results. In any event, because of the
length than theouter electrode and having one
construction of our precipitator head, it is pos
end protruding slightly beyond the correspond
sible to replace any of the electrodes by electrodes
ing end of the outer electrode, said outer elec
made of ‘some other substance more suitable for 35 trode having opening means permitting the pas
a particular purpose.
_
sage of atmosphere through said outer electrode,
For sampling of air from ducts or places inac
said inner electrode having a closed end against
cessible to the sampler, a hose connection can be
the atmosphere flow, and an ionizing wire ex
made to the outer‘ electrode. Here again the
tending from said closed end but not quite to the
connection must be carefully made to avoid any 40 end of the outer electrode; said head also com
_ possible errors in the determined results. A sat
prising a hollow body portion having‘ means for
isfactory connection may be had by wrapping a
'removably mounting said inner electrode, said
small sheet of paper tightly around the outer end
body portion having means for removably mount
of the electrode 98 and then slipping a closely
ing said outer electrode in substantially gas
?tting adapter over the paper. A goodseal can 45 tight relation therewith so that any atmosphere
be had between the adapter and paper with adhe
?owing between said outer and inner electrodes
sive tape without causing a change in the weight
discharges into said body portion, and atmos
of the outer electrode. If the hose is clean, we
phere outlet means from said body portion.
have found that the foregoing precautions are not
2. In a device of the class described,'a precipi
' altogether essential and may on proper occasions 50 tator head comprising a tubular body portion
be dispensed with. As another alternative, the
having an end closure including an insulator
outer collector electrode may be formed purposely
secured inside said body portion, a ,second closure
,with an extension over which a rubber tube can
for the other end of said body portion, having
he slipped or ?tted. An electrode for this‘ pur
an enlarged opening, a tubular electrode remov
pose is shown in Fig. 11 and has a body portion 55 ably secured in said body portion, closely ?tting
I60, similar in size to the electrode 98, and which
said opening, and, extending beyond both sides
is provided with an extension I62 spun or other
wise formed to a contracted cylindrical end of a

diaineter more in accordance with common hose

of said second closure,- a central. electrode within
said tubular electrode, comprising a closed tu
bular member provided with an extending ioniz

sizes.

\
ing wire, means for securing said central elec
It is, of course, imperative in our invention that 60 trode to said insulator, said body portion having
the air ?ow measuring device measure only the
a gas outlet, and insulated means extending
actual ?ow between the. electrodes, and to this
through said body portion for conveying a poten

end the seals between the enclosures and the body
sleeve 68 should be made air-tight, either by the

tial to said central electrode.

_

;

3. The device of claim 2 including automatic

use of sealing compound or gaskets at the joints.
means for grounding said central electrode upon
The disposition of the air measuring means
removal of said removable electrode.
immediately at the outlet of the body.portion of
, 4. A precipitator unit of the type describe ‘
the 'preclpitator head'is a further feature tending
comprising a tubular outer shell, an end closure
for accurate measurements, and, although we 0 therefor, a ?rst tubulafelectrode of lesser di
have described an ori?ce and manometer for the
ameter than said shell, means to removably
purpose, it is obvious that any, other air-?owv mount said electrode with a part thereof within
measuring means may be employed,
' the said shell, said means providing a ‘gas-tight
- - In accordance with the foregoing we have de

seal between the said shell and the outer sur

.7 scribed a dust sampler which, for all practical we face of said electrode, a second tubular elec

7 .
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to said tubular electrode and to one side of said

trode within said ?rst electrode, means to hold
said second electrode to said shell substantially
concentric with said ?rst electrode, said elec
trodes being constructed and arranged so that
when air or the like passes through the unit,

high-voltage output means; said last means-au
tomatically completing aground to said insu
lated-rparts upon removal of said grounded elec-: '
‘trode.

i "

comprising ,a tubular, outer shell, an insulating

second electrode, and a grounding means con-’v

, end closure therefor having a relatively small,
conducting member secured thereto and project

tacting said ?rst electrode but automatically con
tacting said second electrodeupon removal of
said ?rst electrode.

'

a; A_precipitator unit of-the type-described,

none will ?ow directly through the inside of said

ing inwardly into said shell, a tubular electrode _

-

slidably and tightly ?tting said member, ‘said’
electrode being considerably smaller diametri
cally than said shell but of a length protruding
with contiguous dust-ionizing and dust-collect
outwardly
therefrom, the outward end of said
ing zones operable with different potential gra-'
dients, means to apply a single direct-current 15 electrode being closed and ‘having an ionizing
wire, extending outward, a closure for the other
potential between said electrodes whereby one
end of said shell, thelast said'closure having a
of said electrodes is a collecting electrode, means

5.. A dust sampler comprising a Drecipitator
head'having outer and inner tubular electrodes

bore larger than said electrode, a second tubular

to create a flow of a sample of air through said
zones at a relatively low velocity, said electrodes

electrode slidably and tightly ?tting said bore,

having dimensions and said potential being such 20 means cooperating with the last said closure for
removably maintaining said second electrode sub
that there is practically no generation of ozone
stantially concentric with said ?rst electrode, and
or gaseous oxides of nitrogen .when air or the
a gas outlet from said shell.
like is passed through said head, said electrodes
9. A precipitator unit of the, type described,
being of a length to collect substantially all the
comprising a tubular, outer shell, an insulating
dust contained in the air ?owing through the

end closure therefor having alrelatively small,
conducting member secured thereto and project

' ,_ said head, said head having provisions for re

movably supporting said collecting electrode

ing into said shell, a tubular electrode slidably Y

whereby it may be removed for weighing or other

manipulation.
6. A portable, self-contained dust sampling in

and tightly ?tting said member, said electrode
30 being considerably smaller diametrically than

said shell but of a length protruding outwardly
therefrom, the outward end ofv said electrode be

strument of the class described comprising a case
' having a cover, a blower comprising a motor and

ing closed and having anionizing wire extending

fan secured in the bottom of said case‘, an up

outward, a closure for the other end of said shell,
standing conduit connected to said blower, said
conduit being of ‘lower height than theinterior 35 the last said closure- having a bore larger than
said electrode, a second tubular electrode slid
of said case and secured therein, a control panel

removably mounted in said case above said blower
and below the top of said case thereby leaving
a space thereat, a power-pack built in said case

ably’ and tightly ?tting said vbore, means coop

ally-operable means on the upper side of said

which normally makes contact with said second
electrode, and with said ?rst electrode when said

crating with the‘ last said closure for removably
maintaining said second electrode substantially

primarily below vsaid panel, motor speed-control 40 concentric with ‘said ?rst electrode, a gas out
let from said shell, and grounded safety-means
means mounted on said panel, comprising manu
panel, a dust precipitator head element having
a stub pipe at one end thereof, a stub pipe se

cured to the top of said panel inter?tting the first
said stub pipe whereby said collector head may

second electrode is removed.

'

10. The structure of claim 9 wherein said shell

45’

is metallic and is connected to said grounded

be stored in the aforesaid, space, collapsible con
duit means having one extremity ?tting an ex

safety-means.

,

,

~

"11. A precipitator uiit of the type described,
comprising a'tubular outer shell, an‘ insulating
tremity-of the ?rst said conduit and the opposite
extremity ?tting the ?rst said stub pipe, a gas 50 end closure therefor having a relatively small,
conducting member secured thereto and extend
?ow measuring means in said conduit means,
ing into said shell, a tubular electrode slidably
said gas-?ow measuring means having a remov

and tightly ?tting said member, said electrode '
able indicator, and means on the top of said
being considerably smaller diametrically than
panel for mounting said indicator in_ the afore
said‘space, said head having means removably 55 said shell but of a length protruding outwardly

therefrom, the outer end of said electrode ‘being
closed and having an ionizing wire extending

holding said outer electrode in position; .

'7. A unit of .the type described comprising an
ionizing chamber and a contiguous dust-collector
chamber, and means for causing a gas-?ow suc

cessively therethrough, said ionizing chamber

outward, a closure for the other end of said shell,
the last said closure having a bore larger than
60

comprising at least one ?ne wire substantially
spaced from a removable grounded electrode
also forming part of said ionizing chamber; said

said electrode, alsecond tubular electrode slid
ably and tightly ?tting said bore, means coop
erating with the last said closure ‘for removably

maintaining said second electrode substantially
concentric with said ?rst electrode, a gas outlet

dust-collector chamber comprising said grounded

electrode, and-a second spaced electrodesubstan 65 from said shell, and grounded safety means
which makes contact with said conducting mem
tially parallel to the direction of gas-?ow, said
' ber when both said electrodes are removed.v
wire and second electrode being insulatedly sup
~12. A precipitator unit of the type, described.
ported; relatively low-voltage power-supply leads

' for the unit; limited-energy, voltage-cqnversion, ‘ comprising a metal, tubular, outer shell, an in;
relatively high-voltage output means for unidi 70 sulating end closure therefor having a relatively
small, conducting member secured thereto and
rectionally charging said wire andsaid inner sec
extending into said shell, a tubular electrode slid
ond electrode relatively‘to said grounded elec
ably and tightly ?tting said member, said elec
trode, said limited-energy means having such a

limited wattage-output that it"will ,withstand
'a short circuit, and means connecting ground

15,

trode being considerably‘smaller diametrically
than said shell but of a length protruding'out

2,807,60? _

wardly therefrom, the outward ‘did of said elec

‘16. The structure oi’ claim 15 characterized by

trode being closed and havingan ionizing wire

said ,

extending‘ out did, a closure for the other. end,
,ofsaid shell" e last said closure having a bore
' larger than?‘

portion having an air-outlet, and insu

_ lated, conducting-means for conveying electric
"- potential to said second electrode.‘

’id electrode, a second tubular elec- .

17.- An electrical dust-sampling instrument of
the class described or general application for
sampling different kinds of air-borne dust, com
prising an electrical precipitating device having

trode slidably and tightly flitting-said bore, means
cooperating with the last said closure for remov
ably maintaining said second electrode substan
tially concentric withsaid ?rst electrode, a gas

a path for the ?ow of a sample of air, said device

outlet from said shell'i'a ground lead to said shell, ' ‘ including *in said air-?ow path successively, an
means'to electrically connect said-shell and said ‘ ‘e1 rice" ust-ionizingmeans and an electrical

second electrode, and a_v high-potential lead "for

_applying.high-p0tential to said
‘and wire.

_

dus on lvting means, the said dust-ionizing
means being of the type for producing ionization,

inner electrode I
_

13. A portable, self-contained dust sampling
instrument of the class described comprising a
casehaving a hinged cover, ‘a blower comprising
ka motor and fan secured in the bottom of said
case, an upstanding conduit connected to said

.

15

with the production of inappreciable ozone in
the presence of oxygen, said dust-collecting
means including a pair of spaced electrode means

for precipitating charged dust particles, said de
vice including supporting means for individually
removably supporting both said electrode means,

blower, said conduit being of lower height than 20 said supporting means having aligning means for
the interior of said case and secured therein, a
consistently supporting said electrode means in
control panel removably mounted in said base
reproduceablepreset
spaced relation, said device
above said blower and below the top of said case
including means for creating an air-flow through
thereby leaving a space thereat, a~~power-pack
said path, and means for controlling said air
built in said case primarily below said panel,
?ow, whereby the air-iiow can be adjustedto .a
25
motor speed-control means mounted on said
suiliciently low value to prevent collected dust
panel with manually-operable means on the up
from blowing o? said electrode means.
per side of said panel, a dust precipitator head ’
18. An electrical dust-sampling instrument of
element having a stub pipe at one end thereof,
the class described of general application for
a stub pipe secured to the top of said panel, in
sampling different kinds of air-borne dust, com
ter?tting the ?rst said stub pipe whereby said 30 prising an electrical precipitating device having
collector head may be stored in the aforesaid
a path for the flow of a sample of air, ‘said device
space, collapsible conduit means having‘ one ex

' including‘ in said air-?ow path successively, an

tremity ?tting an extremity of the ?rst said con
electrical dust-ionizing means and an electrical
duit and the opposite extremity ?tting the ?rst 85 dust-collecting means, the said dust-ionizing
said stub pipe, a gas-?ow measuring means in
means being- of the type i’or producing ioniza
said conduit means, having a removable indica
tion, with the production of inappreciable ozone
tor, and means on the top of the said panel for
in the presence 01' oxygen, said dust-collecting
mounting said indicator in the aforesaid space.
means including a pair of spaced electrode means
14. A portable self-contained ‘dust-sampling
for precipitating charged dust particles, said de
instrument of the class described comprising a
vice including supporting means for individually

case and hinged cover, a blower secured in said
case, a pipe secured in said case and connected
. to said blower, a dust precipitator head‘having a

removably supporting both said electrode means I

by frictional engagement, said supporting means
having aligning means for consistently support
hollow cylindrical body portion, an insulating
ing said electrode means in reproduceable preset
means closing one endof said body portion and 45 spaced relation, said device including means for
including an insulator attached within said body
creating an air-?ow through said path, and
portion, of a size to leave free gas-passages be- .
means for controlling said air-?ow, whereby the
tween said disc and body portion, said body por
air-?ow can be adjusted to a su?iciently low
tion having an opening ‘at said passages, a stub 50 value to prevent collected dust from blowing all

pipe secured in said opening, a collapsible tube

with means, for maintaining it rigidly extended,

said electrode means.

'

.

19. A self-contained dust-sampling instrument

attached at one end to an end of the ?rst said pipe,
comprising a portable case, a relatively small
and a section of pipe including a ?ow-measuring
dust-precipitator head comprising an outer rel
device attached to said stub pipe and the other 55 atively low-voltage tubular electrode and an
end of said tube.
'

15. A precipitator _unit comprising a metallic,’
tubular body portion having an opening in one
end thereof, a tubular cylindrical electrode pro
vided with a gas inlet, secured in said opening

and extending outwardly from said body portion,

inner insulated high-voltage tubular electrode,
said electrodes being substantially concentric,
and forming contiguous ionizing and dust-col
lecting zones, with a gas outlet connection‘ near
the end 01' said dust-collecting zone, said gas

outlet connection. being conductively connected
a closure for the end of said. body portion oppo
to said low-voltage electrode, a blower secured in
site the ?rst said end, an insulator securedto
said case having an intake, a relatively high-volt
said closure and axially disposed within said
age-output power-‘pack built into said case, hav- I
body portion, a relatively short tubular member
ing an extended, insulated, high-voltage, ‘ con
of smaller diameter than said electrode secured
ductive connection to the said high-voltage elec
to said insulator, a second electrode comprising
trode, collapsible supporting means- for support-1
a tubular 'element havinga closed end, an ioniz
ing said dust-precipitator head outside said case, ,
ing wire secured to said closed end, said second
said' supporting means comprising conducting
electrode being smaller diametrically than said'
gas-conduit means connecting said gas outlet to
first electrode and disposed therein, the other 70 said blower intake, said blower-pack having a
end of said second electrode being hollow-and
low-voltage lead connected to said gas-conduit
fitting said tubular member whereby said second
means whereby said electrodes can be oppositely
electrode is maintained in position within said
charged by said high-voltage connection and low;
?rst electrode.
'
76 voltage lead.
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20. A device of a class described comprising
dust-charging and dust-precipitating means for
removing dust from a ?owing gas, said means

comprising relatively insulated, inner and outer
electrodes; the outer electrode being a tubular
electrode provided with ya gas-inlet'opening at
one end thereof, the gas ?owing through said
outer electrode; the inner electrode having a tu~

bular portion inside said'outer' electrode, which

9.

respect to said supporting means, in substantially
coaxial, insulated?xed spaced relation with said
outer tubular electrode during dust-removing‘ op
eration of the device, said supporting means com‘
prising means ‘for supporting said inner electrode

only by a part of said inner electrode‘ which is
away from said ionizing wire.
22. A device of a class described comprising a
' dust-charging and dust-precipitating means for

is of less length than said outer electrode and 10 removing dust from a ?owing gas, said means
comprising a pair of relatively insulated, inner
cooperable therewith for providing a dust-pre
1
and outer electrodes; said outer electrode being a
cipitating electrostatic ?eld, said- inner electrode
tubular electrode provided with, a gas-inlet open
comprising a closed end for said tubular portion,
directed against the gas ?ow, and an ionizing '
wire before said closed end in a direction counter

. ing at one end thereof, the gas ?owing through

said outer electrode; said inner electrode having,
a tubular portion inside said outer electrode,
which is of less length than said outer electrode
and cooperable therewith for providing a dust
precipitating
electrostatic ?eld, said inner elec
ionized ?eld; and supporting means for support
ing said inner electrode with said tubular por 20 trode comprising avclosed end for said tubular
portion, directed against the gas flow, and an
tion of said inner electrode substantially rigid

to the direction of the gas ?ow; said outer elec~
trode being about said ionizing wire and cooper
able therewith for ‘providing a dust-charging

, with respect to said supporting means, in sub

stantially coaxial, insulated ?xed spaced relation
with said outer tubular electrode during dust-re

ionizing wire before said closed end in a direction
counter to the direction of the gas ?ow; said outer

electrode being about said ionizing wire and ‘co
25 operable therewith for providing adust-charging
moving operation of the device.
ionized ?eld; supporting means for supporting
21. A device of a class described comprising a
said inner electrode with said tubular portion
dust-charging and dust-precipitating means for
of said inner electrode substantially rigid with
removing dust from a ?owing gas, said means
respect to said supporting means, in substantially
comprising relatively insulated, inner and outer
electrodes; said outer electrode being a tubular 30 coaxial, insulated ?xed spaced relation with said
outer electrode during dust-removing operation
electrode provided with a gas-inlet opening at
of the device, said supporting means comprising
one end thereof, the gas ?owing through said
means
,for supporting said inner electrode only
outer electrode; said inner electrode having a tu
by a part of said inner electrode which is away
bular portion inside said outer electrode, which
is of less length than said outer electrode and 35 from said ionizing wire; said device having a gas;
outlet opening for gas which has, passed through
cooperable therewith for providing a dust-pre
said dust-precipitating electrostatic ?eld, said
cipitating electrostatic ?eld, said‘ inner electrode
gas-outlet opening being disposed near the gas
comprising a closed end for said tubular‘portion,

- I

?ow exit of‘ said dust-precipitating electrostatic ‘
directed against the gas ?ow, and an ionizing
?eld and so disposed as to cause the gas ?ow to
40
wire before said closed end in a direction counter
curve; and gas-?ow equalizing means before said
to the direction of the gas ?ow; said outer elec

gas-outlet opening for causing the gas ?ow
trode being about said ionizing wire and cooper
through
the dust-charging ?eld and dust-precip- able therewith for providing a dust-charging
itating ?eld to be’substantially unidirectional.
ionized ?eld; and supporting means for support
GAYLORD W. PENNEY.
ing said inner electrode with said tubular portion 4
EDGAR
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of said inner electrode substantially rigid with

